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Scanning tunneling microscopy STM measurements of the step structure on natural single-crystal samples
of Fe3O4100 have been performed. Step edges are found to occur along both 110 and 110 directions. For
step heights of 4.2±0.3 Å, the step edges are found to be straight, whereas for step heights of 2.1±0.2 Å,
alternate step edges are straight and jagged. The straight jagged step edges are parallel perpendicular to the
octahedral iron rows on the upper terrace. The concepts of coordinative unsaturation and excess surface charge
are used to predict which atomic geometries are likely to be most stable along step edges. Our calculations
show that steps parallel to the octahedral iron rows on the upper terrace are expected to be more stable than
those perpendicular to them, in agreement with our STM observations. This step stability is found to be
independent of both terrace structure and step height.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.73.235418 PACS numbers: 68.35.Bs, 68.47.Gh, 68.37.Ef, 61.43.Bn
I. INTRODUCTION
The structure of the Fe3O4100 surface has been of in-
creasing interest in the past few years, both because Fe3O4 is
a metallic ferrimagnet that has potential applications in
spintronics,1 and because of the chemisorption behavior of
Fe3O4.2 Fe3O4 has the complex inverse spinel structure,
based on a face-centered-cubic fcc oxygen sublattice, with
the Fe cations occupying both octrahedral and tetrahedral
lattice sites. Two-thirds of the Fe cations are Fe3+ and one-
third are Fe2+. All of the Fe2+ and half of the Fe3+ cations
occupy octahedral sites, with the remaining Fe3+ cations in
tetrahedral sites.3 Figure 1 shows a side view of the Fe3O4
crystal structure; 100 planes are horizontal and into the
page. There are two types of 100 planes: planes A contain-
ing only tetrahedrally coordinated Fe cations, and planes B
composed of oxygen anions and octrahedrally coordinated
Fe cations. Termination with either plane yields a polar
surface,4 and thus reconstruction would be necessary to pro-
duce a stoichiometric, charge-neutral surface structure.
The most commonly observed Fe3O4100 surface recon-
struction found on both natural single crystals5 and on Fe3O4
films grown by molecular beam expitaxy MBE6–17 is 2
2 R45°. Both surface terminations have been proposed
to explain the observed reconstruction. An A-terminated sur-
face, proposed by Kim et al.,7 where the surface charge is
autocompensated due to half a monolayer of tetrahedral Fe
vacancies, has been supported or used by other
groups.8,11,15,18–22 This model has been further modified to
include relaxation of the tetrahedral ions in the first and third
layers from a molecular dynamics calculation.23 On the other
hand, a B-terminated surface has also been proposed, where
autocompensation is achieved by an array of oxygen vacan-
cies and an associated change in the charges on the surface
octahedral iron ions.18,24 Charge ordering has also been pro-
posed on a B-terminated surface, with the formation of
Fe2+-Fe2+ and Fe3+-Fe3+ dimers, in order to interpret the ob-
served scanning tunneling microscopy STM images.25,26
Recent density functional theory DFT calculations also fa-
vor the B-plane termination with either an interlayer
relaxation,27 a wavelike surface structure,28 or dimerization
of the octrahedral Fe ions.29
Studies of the structure of steps on the Fe3O4100 surface
are less extensive than are studies of the terrace structure.
Only the step height between two adjacent terraces has been
frequently reported to date. Most STM experiments reveal a
minimum step height of about 2.1 Å,5,6,11,12,18,25,26,30–38 cor-
responding to an interplanar spacing between two similar
terraces, i.e., A-A planes or B-B planes see Fig. 1. Occa-
sionally, a minimum step height of 4.2 Å has been found,25,39
corresponding to half of the bulk Fe3O4 unit cell. There is
also one report of a step height of 1 Å, indicating the co-
existence of A and B terminations.40 Mariotto et al.32 and
Ceballos et al.34 mentioned that the step edges are straight
along 110 and 110 directions. Gaines et al.11 found that
the image at the step edge is brighter than on the terraces and
attributed it to either a step-edge reconstruction or a differ-
ence of the step-edge charge. Seoighe et al.38 imaged straight
step edges separated by a height of 2 Å as well as sawtooth
edges separated by 1 Å. More recently, Subagyo and
Sueoka36 reported steps along the 110 direction with “poor
straightness” resulting in irregularly shaped terraces. Studies
of the atomic geometry along the step edges have never been
reported, although step-edge ion sites are very important in
chemisorption and catalysis.
FIG. 1. Color online Side view of Fe3O4 with the 100 plane
horizontal and into the page. The interlayer spacing between adja-
cent like planes A-A ,B-B is 2.1 Å.
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To investigate the atomic geometry of steps on the
Fe3O4100 surface, we present STM images taken on natu-
ral single-crystal samples and compare them to models of
possible step structures. Two types of step edges are ob-
served: straight step edges  type parallel to the octahedral
iron rows on the upper terrace, and jagged step edges 
type perpendicular to those rows. The concepts of coordina-
tive unsaturation and excess surface charge are used to pre-
dict which atomic geometries are likely to be most stable
along step edges.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND STM RESULTS
Natural Fe3O4 single crystals from the Jacupiranga mine,
Sao Paulo, Brazil were used in this study. The 100 surface
was oriented by Laue diffraction to within ±0.5° and cut into
1 mm thick, 1 cm diameter samples using a diamond saw.
The samples were then polished mechanically using 3, 1, 0.3,
and 0.05 m aluminum oxide and subsequently cleaned in
an ethanol ultrasonic bath before mounting onto a Mo
sample holder and transfer into an ultrahigh-vacuum UHV
system. The system consists of a single chamber equipped
with low energy electron diffraction LEED, Auger electron
spectroscopy AES, and STM. For STM measurements,
electrochemically etched W tips were cleaned by electron
bombardment prior to use; the tunneling current was kept
between 0.1 and 1.0 nA, with most images taken using
0.5 nA.
The Fe3O4100 surface was prepared by first sputtering
with 2 keV Ar+ ions for 0.5 h, followed by 500 eV Ar+ for
1 h to minimize the depth of sputter damage. After annealing
at 873 K overnight, the surface displayed a 22 R45°
reconstruction, as verified by LEED. Figure 2 shows STM
images with step edges along 110 a and 110 b. A line
profile taken from A to G in Fig. 2a is shown in Fig. 2c.
The step heights from E to F and from F to G are both
4.2±0.3 Å, corresponding to half of the bulk Fe3O4 unit cell
two oxygen planes. Terrace edges separated by 4.2±0.3 Å
are always observed to be straight. For two neighboring ter-
races separated by a step height of 2.1±0.2 Å i.e., B-C,
C-D, and D-E, one edge is straight and the adjacent one is
jagged. The same pattern is shown in the top part of Fig.
2b, where the step edges are rotated 90° from those in Fig.
2a. A higher magnification image in Fig. 2d shows atom
rows running in perpendicular directions on adjacent terraces
that are separated by a step height of 2.1±0.2 Å. On each
terrace, the distance between two adjacent rows is
5.9±0.6 Å, close to the inter-row spacing for the octahedral
iron ions. A jagged step edge is highlighted by the black
dashed line. This jagged step is perpendicular to the iron
atom rows on the upper terrace  type. Its adjacent step,
whose height is 2.1±0.2 Å, is straight and runs parallel to
the iron atom rows  type.
III. THEORETICAL MODELING OF STEPS ON Fe3O4„100…
We can compare the stoichoimetry and charge state of
different surface models by employing a method initially
proposed by Finnis.41 In order to calculate surface atom and
charge excess, a definition of the “surface region” is re-
quired. However, different choices of surface boundaries
generally lead to different results for many crystal structures.
Finnis proposed a so-called weighted linear tapered termina-
tion, which results from averaging over an ensemble of dif-
ferent volumes for the surface region. Using this procedure,
the results for surface charge excess and surface stoichiom-
etry are independent of the choice of the plane separating the
“surface” and “bulk” regions. That method of calculating
charge excess has been extended by Henrich and
Shaikhutdinov2 to compute the atom and charge excess along
surface steps for Fe3O4111. Here we use the method to
determine the charge state of various step geometries for
Fe3O4100.
Before calculating the step models for Fe3O4100, we
applied Finnis’s method to compute the atom and charge
excess in the surface region for the various terrace models
for Fe3O4100 that have been proposed see Sec. I above.
These include the “Fetet” model with a full A-plane termina-
tion; the “1/2Fetet” model, an A-plane termination with every
other row of tetrahedral Fe3+ ions along 100 removed; the
“O-Feoct” model exposing the ideal B plane; and the
“O-Feoct+Ovac” model that removes 1/8 of the surface O
anions. Our calculated results confirm that only the 1/2Fetet
model is both stoichiometric and charge neutral, as proposed
by Kim et al.;7 none of the other models are either stoichio-
metric or charge neutral. Application of the atom and charge
excess calculation to the models based on charge
FIG. 2. STM images showing steps edges along 110 a and
110 b. A line profile taken from A to G in a is shown in c.
The edges of two neighboring terraces separated by a step height of
4.2±0.3 Å are always straight. For those terraces separated by step
heights of 2.1±0.2 Å, one edge is straight and the adjacent is
jagged. A higher magnification image in d shows atom rows run-
ning in perpendicular directions on two adjacent terraces separated
by a step height of 2.1±0.2 Å. The jagged pattern is indicated by
the black dashed line. The symbols  and  shown in b corre-
spond to two types of step models proposed in Sec. III. A tunneling
current of 0.5 nA was used for all the images; the sample bias
voltage was 1.50 V for b and 0.375 V for both a and c.
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ordering25,26 and those proposed by Cheng27 and Pentcheva
et al.28 yield the same results as the O-Feoct model; Finnis’s
approach41 is not able to address differences arising from
charge ordering or structural relaxation.
Since the surface structure of Fe3O4100 is strongly de-
pendent on the preparation procedure,5 and since our STM
images do not have sufficient resolution to determine the
structural details, our 22 R45° surfaces could be ei-
ther an A termination with the charge-neutral 1 /2Fetet model,
or a B termination with the wavelike pattern that has been
found to be energetically stable.28 We will use both terrace
models for the step calculations. In Finnis’s method, the
wavelike model would be the same as the O-Feoct model.
We show later that the relative step stability does not depend
on the terrace structure assumed.
Our STM images show steps running along both 110
and 110 directions, with edges parallel -type step or
perpendicular -type step to the octahedral iron atom rows
of the upper terrace. - and -type steps would occur as
alternate adjacent steps in a descending or ascending step
structure having a step height of 2.1 Å. Figure 3a indicates
the two possible planes along which an  step can be created
on a surface having the 1/2Fetet terrace structure, labeled
“A-” and “A-*”. Similarly, Fig. 3b shows the two op-
tions for generating  steps, indicated as “A-” and “A-*”.
Creation of the - and -type steps for the O-Feoct terrace
structure is illustrated in Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively.
For each of the four step planes above, different atomic
configurations along the step edge are possible, depending on
which Fe atoms are removed in creating the step. These dif-
ferent configurations have very different excess charge and
coordinative unsaturation, which is crucially important in
chemisorption and catalysis see, for example, Ref. 2 for
chemisorption at steps on the Fe3O4111 surface. As in Ref.
2, our criterion is that any Fe atom missing more than half of
its O ligands will be removed from the step, since it should
not be stable there. For example, Fig. 5 shows the three step
structures that result for B- steps. The full row of octrahe-
dral Fe cations can remain B--1, or half of them can be
removed B--2 without altering the size of the step unit
cell. One can also consider removing all of the step-edge Fe
cations B--3. Applying these criteria results in nine pos-
sible step structures for the 1/2Fetet surface and eight for the
O-Feoct surface.
The atomic bonding in Fe3O4 is partly covalent and partly
ionic. In order to determine the most stable step geometry,
we consider both surface ion coordinative unsaturation co-
valent stability by counting dangling bonds, and the crite-
rion of charge neutrality ionic stability by calculating the
charge excess along a step. The same unit cell is chosen for
all steps having the O-Feoct surface terrace; its length is two
O atoms along the step, and it includes from the row of O
atoms along the edge of the top terrace down to the first row
of O atoms on the lower terrace in front of the step. That cell
is the smallest one that contains all of the atoms whose
ligand coordinations might change as cations are removed
from the step. The numbers of short tetrahedral and long
octahedral dangling bonds for each step are given in Tables
I and II, as are the “effective” total number of dangling
bonds/cell, tabulated both as in Refs. 42 and 43. See Ref. 2
FIG. 3. Color online Step creation for the 1/2Fetet terrace.
Steps can form along 110 parallel to the iron ion rows as
A--type a or along 110 perpendicular to the iron ion rows as
A--type b.
FIG. 4. Color online Step creation for the O-Feoct terrace: 
type a and  type b.
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for details of dangling bond determination and the relative
weighting of short and long bonds. The step unit cell for
steps having the 1/2Fetet surface terrace has a length of four
O atoms along the steps, twice that of steps having the
O-Feoct surface terrace. In Table I, the number of dangling
bonds and the excess charge for the 1/2Fetet terrace steps has
been divided by 2 so that all step models can be quantita-
tively compared.
To calculate the charge excess for the step models, a ta-
pered termination is chosen parallel to the surface terraces
and terminating near the step edge. Figure 6 shows the ta-
pered volume for a B--1 step. The volume runs from right
to left and contains two planes of oxygen ions into the page.
The number of each type of atom per unit cell in each verti-
cal plane is determined, and each plane is given a weight, w,
inversely proportional to its distance from an atomic plane
chosen as the beginning of the tapered termination; any
planes beyond the starting plane are given weights of 1. As
mentioned above, the step unit cell for the 1/2Fetet terrace
structure is twice as large as that for the O-Feoct terrace.
Also, in order to construct a stoichiometric unit cell a re-
quirement for Finnis’s method, the half monolayer of Fetet
ions in the outermost plane, the second layer of O and Feoct
ions, and half of the Fetet ions in the third layer are included.
With appropriate charges assigned to the cations and









where N+=n+w= the total weighted number of positive





weighted number of negative charges in tapered termination,
N+= the actual number of positive charges in one subunit
cell of the crystal, and N
−
= the actual number of negative
charges in one subunit cell of the crystal.
Since the tapered volume requires at least one stoichio-
metric repeat unit of the crystal structure, N+ will always be
equal to N
−
. Thus, Eq. 1 can be further simplified to
N+/N− = N+ − N− . 2
It is not possible to uniquely determine the amount of
electronic charge associated with a particular ion in any ma-
terial. So any calculation of excess charge on a surface or
along a step relies on a model for the charges on the ions
FIG. 5. Color online Three possible B--type step models for
the O-Feoct terrace.
TABLE I. Summary of step stability criteria for Fe3O4100 with a 1/2Fetet terrace.
Dangling bonds/


















A--1 0 4 4 4 +2.67 +2.5 +2.46 +2.54±0.09
A--2 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 0±0
A--3 0 6 6 6 −2.67 −2.5 −2.46 −2.54±0.09
A-*-1 1.5 0 2.25 2.7 0 0 0 0±0
A-*-2 1 0 1.5 1.8 −0.67 −0.75 −0.77 −0.73±0.05
A--1 0 2 2 2 +1.33 +1.25 +1.23 +1.27±0.05
A--2 0 3 3 3 −1.33 −1.25 −1.23 −1.27±0.05
A-*-1 0 2 2 2 +1.33 +1.25 +1.23 +1.27±0.05
A-*-2 0 3 3 3 −1.33 −1.25 −1.23 −1.27±0.05
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involved. We use the same three models to assign charges to
the cations and anions for Fe3O4 as in Ref. 2 and references
therein. Two of the models arbitrarily assign the O anions a
fully ionic charge of −2, which essentially ignores any cova-
lent component to the interatomic bonding. One of these
models Model 1 then assigns all of the Fe cations an aver-
age charge of +8/3, as was done in Ref. 42. The other
Model 2 gives the tetrahedral Fe cations a charge of +3,
and the octrahedral Fe cations an average charge of +2.5, as
in Ref. 43, since half of the octahedral cations have a formal
valence of +3, while the other half are +2. Another approach
Model 3 is to explicitly assume partial covalent bonding by
reducing the charge on both cations and anions.44 We arbi-
trarily reduce the charge on the Fetet ions from +3 to +2.5,
and reduce the Feoct cations from +2.5 to +2. The stoichiom-
etry of Fe3O4 dictates that the O ions must have a charge of
−1.625 in order to maintain charge neutrality in the bulk.
However, for this choice, the bulk unit cell contains only
13/16 of the charge in Models 1 and 2, so to compare the
three models below, we must multiply the charges given by
Model 3 by 16/13.
The number of dangling bonds/step unit cell and the ex-
cess charge/step unit cell for all the step geometries and
charge models considered are presented in Table I for the
1/2Fetet terrace and Table II for the O-Feoct terrace. Notice
that the choice of ionic charge makes little difference in the
amount of excess step charge, and no difference in the order-
ing of values for different steps. In Table I, two of the -type
steps, A--2 and A-*-1, are charge neutral, while another,
A-*-2, has the smallest number of dangling bonds; similarly
in Table II, one of the -type steps, B--2, is charge neutral
and another, B-*, has the smallest number of dangling
bonds. Figure 7 shows the atomic structure for the three
charge-neutral steps. None of the -type steps in either table
is charge neutral, and they all have similar numbers of dan-
gling bonds. The different number of dangling bonds and
different excess charge on steps having different cation con-
figurations would presumably lead to very different chemi-
sorption and catalytic behavior, although that has not yet
been studied for stepped Fe3O4100.
For Fe3O4100, the conditions of covalent stability—
minimize dangling bonds—and ionic stability—minimize
excess charge along steps—yield different answers for which
specific step model is expected to be most stable: step
A-*-2 and B-* have the smallest numbers of dangling
bonds, while steps A--2, A-*-1, and B--2 are the only
charge-neutral steps. This is different from the results found
for steps on Fe3O4111, where the same step structures met
both stability criteria.2
Some degree of reconstruction or relaxation is expected
whenever dangling bonds are present on a surface. In metal
oxides, partially coordinated surface cations often relax into
the underlying oxygen plane in order to reduce their coordi-
native unsaturation.45 Adjacent dangling bonds may also
form surface dimers, as occurs for semiconductor surfaces.
Either of these effects would lead to a smaller effective num-
ber of surface dangling bonds than those given in Tables I
and II. Such reconstruction or relaxation may also be accom-
panied by a redistribution of charge among ions in the sur-
face region. That redistribution would not, however, change
the overall charge balance in the surface region, so the
method of evaluating excess surface charge used here would
still give the correct answer. Therefore, we speculate that the
ionic stability criteria should be more reliable than the cova-
TABLE II. Summary of step stability criteria for Fe3O4100 with a O-Feoct terrace.
Dangling bonds/


















B--1 0 4 4 4 +2.67 +2.5 +2.46 +2.54±0.09
B--2 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 0±0
B--3 0 6 6 6 −2.67 −2.5 −2.46 −2.54±0.09
B-* 1 0 1.5 1.8 +1.33 +1.5 +1.54 +1.46±0.09
B--1 0 2 2 2 +0.67 +0.5 +0.46 +0.54±0.09
B--2 0 3 3 3 −2 −2 −2.0 −2±0
B-*-1 0 2 2 2 +2 +2 +2.0 +2±0
B-*-2 0 3 3 3 −0.67 −0.5 −0.46 −0.54±0.09
FIG. 6. Color online Model of a B--1 step into the page on
the Fe3O4100 surface for computing atom excess.
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lent stability criteria used here. This reasoning leads to
-type steps being more stable than  types for a step height
of 2.1 Å with either the 1/2Fetet or the O-Feoct surface ter-
mination.
We have also performed charge excess calculations on
step models with a step height of 4.2 Å with the O-Feoct
terrace structure. Using the same step creation criteria leads
to ten models for -type steps and nine for  types. The
calculations show that there are five almost charge-neutral,
double-height steps, where four are -type steps and only
one is a -type step. So, as for 2.1 Å height steps, it would
be more likely to have -type, double-height steps.
The conclusions drawn above suggest an explanation for
our experimental STM data see Fig. 2. For steps separated
by a step height of 2.1±0.2 Å, the two step edges should
correspond to one  type and one  type; one step edge is
observed to be straight and the other jagged. The straight
step edges are parallel to the octahedral iron rows on the
upper terrace and are thus -type steps. The adjacent step
edges are -type steps.
These -type steps exhibit a large number of kinks. The
edges of the kinks and the trenches, which are oriented 90°
to the -type step direction, would be  type. For steps sepa-
rated by a step height of 4.2±0.3 Å, both step edges would
correspond to the same type of step model either  type or
 type; such steps are observed to be straight, with edges
running parallel to the octahedral iron rows on the upper
terrace. These are thus -type steps, in agreement with our
calculations. Both the experiment and calculations show that
-type steps are more stable than  type, regardless of the
step height.
The step structure seen on Fe3O4100 is similar to that
found on some semiconductor surfaces; alternating jagged
and smooth steps have been reported for Si10021.46,47
For Si, the origin is attributed to different step energies de-
pending on whether the steps are parallel or perpendicular to
the dimer rows on the terrace. Steps that have higher step
energies are also found to have higher kink densities. We
also see a much lower kink density along -type steps than
along -type steps. However, atomic bonding in Si is purely
covalent, so a direct comparison with Fe3O4 cannot be made.
IV. SUMMARY
We have studied steps on the Fe3O4100 surface by using
both STM measurements on natural single-crystal samples
and by computing charge and atom excesses for various step
geometry models. STM images show steps oriented along
both 110 and 110 directions. For step heights of
4.2±0.3 Å, all step edges are straight, whereas for step
heights of 2.1±0.2 Å, straight edges alternate with jagged
ones. Both the 1/2Fetet and O-Feoct terrace models have been
used for the calculation of the stability of possible step ge-
ometries along both the 110 and 110 directions. Steps
along the 110 direction, parallel to the octahedral iron rows
on the upper terrace, are found to be more stable than the
steps along the 110 direction. This result is in good agree-
ment with our STM observations and is found to be indepen-
dent of the terrace model assumed. The step stability crite-
rion is also independent of the step height.
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